Collage Quilt Class Supply List
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Thursday September 21 or October 26 or November 30th or December 14th
10am to 4pm
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Instructor: Marlyn Black

Fiberworks Collage pattern of your choice by Laura Heine (Required for each person.)
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Collect a large assortment of fabrics with floral motifs, shapes, or objects in colors of
your choice. You will need some blenders or small prints that coordinate.
Collage foundation in the size determined by your pattern. (Pattern ease, cotton voile,
and lightweight muslin all work for a foundation)
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5-6 yards of 18” Steam a Seam 2 (This is required because it can be repositioned.)
Applique pressing sheet
Black fine tip Sharpie pen

Small scissors that are good for cutting details
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Large scissors

DO NOT select a background fabric until class is over.
I will be showing you some different options and the pattern gives you some information regarding a background. When you complete your collage, you can audition
some different backgrounds to find the best one for your project. (Ask me how I know
this? It is based on my experience with this project.)
You will NOT need your sewing machine for class.
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Preparation prior to class:

Read through the pattern.

A bulk of the project is dedicated to scissor cutting out shapes needed, so the more
shapes cut, the more placement can be done in class.
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Providing idea, inspiration and supplies for your quilt making adventures

Optional: only if you are comfortable with the following:
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If you wish to draw out the pattern on your foundation paper prior to class feel free to
do so.
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If you wish to go a step further and feel comfortable with using steam a seam Lite 2,
you can iron on the fusible to the back of your intended collage fabrics. You may also
can pre-cut out and fussy cut whichever shapes you're going to be using for your collage for positioning those pieces on to your foundation paper.
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